Abstract
Introduction
An ASIP is an hardware architectural concept meant to fill the gap between ASICs (Application Specific Integrated Circuits) and DSPs (Digital Signal Processors). The formers are highly efficient but lack flexibility. On the other hand, software development on DSPs provide reusable and programmable solutions with less performance and energy inefficiency as compared to ASICs [1] . An ASIP is a microprocessor specialized for a given set of algorithms. By specialized, we mean that its instruction set is designed from scratch or extended from a known microprocessor. The programmability of ASIPs enables the designer to map multiple related applications as well as different generations (versions) of the same application on the same ASIP.
There may be two approaches to design ASIPs. The first approach is to design from scratch: an entirely new instruction set is specifically designed for the target application [2] . The second approach is to customize the instruction set of an existing general purpose partially predefined configurable processor [3] [4] [5] . In this paper, we have designed ASIPs by extending the instruction set of a 32-bit RISC processor. In each of the two approaches, the objective is to design customized processors in order to make the best application-dependent trade off between given criteria [6] such as:
• Flexibility: ASIPs should be designed to support at least minor variations of the implemented algorithm. For example, if an ASIP has been designed for a given version of a video decoding algorithm, it should also support next versions of the same decoding algorithms. But adding flexibility also certainly means adding complexity, therefore raising cost and silicon area.
• System efficiency: It implies computational power, area and cost.
By partially sacrificing silicon efficiency, configurable processors make ASIPs design more incremental and less complex, since both the hardware architecture and software tools are partially predefined [5] .
The main contribution of this paper is to evaluate the LISATek ASIP toolkit (from CoWare) [7] [8] [9] . LISATek assists an ASIP design process by automatically generating the software tool suite (compiler, assembler, linker, simulator) as well as the RTL (Register Transfer Level) description of the designed processor. It covers all phases of the design process from algorithmic specification of the application down to implementation of the micro architecture. As a starting point for model creation LISATek provides a library of sample models which contains processors for different architecture categories like VLIW (Very Large Instruction Word), SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data), RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer). We extend the instruction set of a 32-bit RISC processor. The reason of 32-bit RISC core selection is the observation that many ASIPs tend to have a RISC-like core architecture and ISA (Instruction Set Architecture) [3] . Two well known applications from multimedia domain serve as case study: 1) The Motion Estimation sub-algorithm of H.264 encoding [13] .
2) The JPEG compression standard [12] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the evaluation methodology for LISATek design flow starting from the sample model. Section 3 describes ASIPs design for Motion Estimation algorithm in H.264 encoding. Section 4 describes ASIPs design for JPEG algorithm. Section 5 provides simulation and synthesis results. Section 6 comments on strengths and weaknesses of LISA-based design methodology. Section 7 describes related work and section 8 concludes the paper.
Evaluation
Methodology for LISATek Design Flow
Evaluation Steps
To evaluate LISATek, we propose the following ASIP design methodology:
• The design flow starts by writing the application specifications in a high level language like C.
• Application specifications written in C are profiled to identify critical parts of the application. Criticality refers to computational intensive parts of the application.
• Customized instructions are identified for critical parts of the application to increase computational performance. These customized instructions are application specific instructions with a higher complexity than generic instructions like ADD, SUB, etc. We further explain this identification step in the paper.
• Customized instructions are integrated into a LISATek predefined configurable processor template to speed up the application.
• Customized instructions are functionally verified and simulated using an adequate instruction set simulator (ISS) generated by LISATek [7] [9]. The simulation also makes it possible to calculate the application speedup in terms of cycle counts.
• After simulation,, an RTL HDL model (VHDL or verilog) of target architecture is generated by LISATek from the corresponding LISA description. It triggers hardware synthesis process via standard logic synthesis tools. As a result, maximum clock rate and silicon area overhead is obtained for the selected CMOS target library.
Presentation of the Toolkit: Coware LISATek
The LISATek-based processor design flow [7] [9] covers all phases of the design process from algorithmic specification of the application down to implementation of the micro architecture. It improves flexibility of modeling target architectures and significantly reduces description efforts. It provides high level of flexibility to facilitate the description of various processors, such as SIMD, VLIW and RISC type architectures. To describe ASIPs, LISATek is based on a language called LISA 2.0. LISA offers two main features:
• The description of the ASIP structure: registers, pipeline structure, instruction set binary coding, instruction set syntax, etc.
• The description of the behavior of each instruction. This behavior is described with a pseudo C language.
The two main ASIP development phases of the LISA 2.0 based design flow are shown in figure 1. On the left hand side of the figure 1, the architecture exploration phase with the software development tool generation is visualized. On the right hand side, the implementation phase is shown that starts with the automatic creation of an RTL model of the ASIP. These phases are iterative and repeated until a best fit between selected architecture and target application is obtained. Every change to architecture specification requires a completely new set of software development tools. (i.e. C compiler, assembler, linker, simulator). This iterative exploration approach demands very flexible, retargetable software development tools to optimize computational performance, flexibility and silicon area.
Sample Architecture: 32-bit RISC processor
LISATek provides a library of sample models for different architectural categories. Our case study relies on the LISATek 32-bit RISC processor. The sample architecture has following characteristics: 
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First Case Study: ASIP Design for Motion Estimation Algorithm
To evaluate the strength of LISATek toolkit for ASIP designing, we have performed two case studies: 1) ASIP Design for the Motion Estimation subalgorithm of H.264 encoding process. 2)ASIP Design for the JPEG compression algorithm.
Motion Estimation is the most computationally intensive part in the entire H.264 encoder.
Application Specification and Profiling Results
The starting point of our design process is a profile step. Profiling results show that the key functional blocks of motion estimation are Half-Pixel Interpolation, Quarter-Pixel Interpolation and Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) algorithm. Half-Pixel Interpolation takes a 16x16 macro block as input and outputs four macro blocks containing the calculated half-pixels. Quarter-pixel interpolation takes four Halfpixels macro blocks and returns one macro block. SAD takes two macro blocks: a current macro block and a reference macro block. SAD algorithm returns a table  (called error table) containing the errors.
Customization of Sample Model for Motion Estmation
The LISATek RISC processor sample model is provided with an already-defined instruction set. We extend this instruction set by identifying and implementing customized instructions. These dedicated (customized) instructions are identified to accelerate the computational intensive parts of the application. However, an important challenge for these customized instructions is to accelerate the execution of computational intensive parts while being flexible enough to accommodate variations in the algorithm. There are large number of possible instruction set extensions and each set of extensions describes various levels of tradeoffs between flexibility and efficiency. In this paper, we describe only one possible set of instruction set extension.
Data Memory Organization
H264 [13] encoding needs to compute Half Pixels several times during different encoding steps. Therefore the first step is to compute Half Pixels and store them in memory. Then, SAD is performed for a complete picture. Quarter pixels are computed by a simple average between two numbers stored in memory. Moreover, to compute Half Pixels, the notion of Macroblocks has no importance. Therefore we will compute Half Pixels for the whole image instead of processing macroblocks.
Customized Instructions
• HINTER Rdst, Rsrc1, Rsrc2 takes two source registers and one destination registers as parameters. It loads 4 pixels from the second operand (32-bits wide), and multiply each pixel by a coefficient previously loaded in registers. The result of each multiplication is added to an intermediate result loaded from the first source register. Due to 32-bit restriction, we can not pass all the coefficient registers as parameters. We therefore use general purpose registers of the sample architecture as coefficient registers.
• HSHIFT Rdst, Rsrc1, Rsrc2 divides the result of HINTER by 32 (5 bit right shift) to obtain corresponding half pixels. Since each pixel is of 8-bits only, we store the pixels back into memory in the group of four. This instruction right shifts the result of HINTER loaded from Rsrc2 and eventually saturate it. It then writes it to the buffer specified by Rdst as shown in figure 2 . It also writes the contents of the previous buffer Rsrc1 left shifted by one pixel (one byte).
• CSHIFT2 shifts pixels from one register to another This instruction requires that the two involved registers are necessarily R1 and R2 (Two general purpose registers of the sample architecture). We may pass the two involved registers as parameters on the cost of additional complex bypass operations.
• LVW Vdst, Rsrc1, #16immOffset loads a 32 bit word stored in memory at address (Rsrc1 + #16immOffset) into the Vertical Register Vdest. The destination registers are necessarily R1, .. R4, since we are not able to pass all these registers as parameters due to 32-bit restriction. 
Modifications in Architecture
In order to implement customized instructions, LISA offers the possibility to either put the new instructions in a new Functional Unit or in (modified) existing Functional Units. In this paper, customized instructions are implemented by modifying existing Functional Units. The reason is that the sample architecture already contains some local registers in existing Functional Units that we can reuse for our purpose. Indeed, the creation of a new Functional Unit implies the creation of new local registers: already available local registers could not be reused. However, even in the existing Functional Units, some additional local registers are needed to implement the customized instructions.
We can notice that LVW instruction requires five operands: four operands to store the contents of the registers R1, R2, R3 and R4, and one register to store the address of the word to be loaded from memory. So we have to add two pipeline registers. Moreover this instruction writes results back to memory, we therefore have to add three bypass registers and three writeback registers.
Second Case Study: ASIP Design for JPEG Algorithm
JPEG is a general purpose compression standard for still-image applications. The key functional blocks for 
Application Specification and Profiling Results
The starting point of our design process is a profile step. To perform that profiling, we consider an open source C implementation of the JPEG algorithm [16] . The application code is profiled using the gprof GNU profiler [15] on a Pentium machine. Profiling results show that FDCT and quantization are the most computational intensive parts for compression, while IDCT and dequantization are the most computational intensive parts for decompression. 1 D LLM algorithm [19] computes DCT and IDCT with minimum number of operations. The flow graph of the 1 D (8 point) LLM algorithm is shown in figure 3 . In figure 3 , dots 
Data Memory Organization
To evaluate the efficiency of customized instructions, the following data memory organization is defined for each input image block.
TmpAddress 
Customized Instructions
Stage 1 of the LLM algorithm shown in figure 3 loads 8-bit pixels from data memory. This stage outputs 16-bit data. All the subsequent stages (stage 2, stage 3, stage 4) work with 16-bit data input and output. On the basis of the LLM algorithm flow graph and selected memory organization, we have explored various possible instruction set extensions. One possible set of instruction set extension is presented hereafter.
• DCT01ROW Rsrc1, Rsrc2 computes DCT stage 1 of the LLM algorithm. It computes 08 additions/subtractions. It takes two source operand registers (Rsrc1, Rsrc2 ) and returns results in the registers which are implicitly defined inside the definition of this instruction. The use of implicit registers is due to the 32-bit instruction set restriction.
• DCT02 Rdst1, Rdst2, Rsrc1, Rsrc2 computes DCT stage 2 of the LLM algorithm. It takes input from two source registers (Rsrc1, Rsrc2 ) and returns results in two destination registers (Rdst1, Rdst2 ).
• ADDEVEN Rdst1, Rdst2, Rsrc1, Rsrc2 computes upper part in stage 2 and lower parts in stage 3.
• DCTEVEN Rdst, Rsrc computes upper part in stage 3 of the LLM algorithm.
• DCTODD Rdst, Rsrc1, Rsrc2, Rsrc3 computes DCT computations in stage 4.
• QUANTIZE Rdst, Rsrc1, Rsrc2 computes quantization. First source register stores 2 DCT coefficients (16 bit data). Second source register stores 2 quantization factor (16 bit data). It takes DCT coefficient to be quantized from first register and takes quantization factor from second source register, performs the quantization and stores the result in Rdst.
Architecture Modifications
We have added nine 32-bit registers and fourteen 16-bit registers. In order to execute customized instructions in pipeline, additional pipeline registers are also needed. We have added ten 32-bit registers and four 8-bit registers to pass data between pipeline stages.
Generation of HDL Code
The LISATek Processor Generator [8] [7] tool allows the designer to automatically create an implementation model of the target architecture modelled in LISA 2.0 language. The output of the Processor Generator is VHDL or VeriLog code, which can be processed by standard synthesis tools.
Experimental Results
The following experiments have been performed to evaluate the relevance of the proposed LISA-based design flow.
Simulation Results with Native Instructions
To compute 2D DCT of one input block with only the native instructions of the sample model, 640 cycles are required. Similarly 128 cycles are needed to compute quantization for one input image block of size 8x8. In addition to this, some cycles are consumed in loading pixels from memory, loading quantization coefficient from memory, storing and loading partial results to and from memory respectively and storing quantized DCT coefficients in the memory. It has consumed additional 240 cycles for one input block. Hence total number of consumed cycles are 640+128+240 = 1008. Computational cost for IDCT and dequantization is same as that of FDCT and quantization.
Simulation Results with Customized Instructions
To compute 2D DCT of one input block with our ASIP (i.e. customized instructions), 192 cycles are needed. 240 additional cycles are required to compute one input block. So total number of consumed cycles are 192+240 = 432. Computational cost for IDCT and dequantization is same as that of FDCT and quantization.
The designed architecture is not specialized for this application only. The customized instructions are reusable even if we change the DCT algorithm. Also, some of the instructions could also be reused for other algorithm (For example FFT algorithm).
Summary of Simulation Results
• The speedup due to new instructions is: Speedup = 1008/432 = 2.33. The speedup is obtained at the cost of silicon area. The increase in area is due to the additional pipeline registers and local registers.
• 2.33 is not the maximum possible speedup. The computational efficiency of the designed architecture (Minimum cycle counts) can be increased at the cost of silicon area (additional registers) and flexibility (More specific towards a single application) demonstrating the trade-off between reusability and efficiency.
• The entire design flow for the processor is performed beginning from the functional description of the application down to the hardware implementation within three man-weeks. This time also includes the creation of architecture simulators and production quality software development tools. This short development time demonstrates effectiveness of the design flow.
Synthesis Results
We have performed logic synthesis by means of Cadence Encounter RTL Compiler using a standard cell CMOS 0.13. The target frequency is 200MHz while external input and output delays are 2.5 ns.
The processor model instantiates three main subblocks: PipeLine, RegisterFile and Memories. The simulation memories are replaced with technology specific vendor memories.
Synthesis results for the entities Pipeline and RegisterFile are combined to get total area which is 42.5 k-gates at 160 MHz maximum frequency. For JPEG application, the minimum memory needs are:
• Program memory: The minimum size of program memory is the size of ASM code (assembly code) for the application.
• Data memory: The minimum size of required data memory depends on the size of stored image in memory.
LISATek Evaluation
Strengths of LISATek
• As a starting point of model creation LISATek provides a library of sample models which contains processors for different architecture categories. Taking such model as basis has a major advantage to directly have compiler support for the architecture due to the existence of an instruction set. This removes the entry barrier usually caused by new modeling languages and tools.
• It is quite easy to list a set of resources (memory, buses, registers). Operations are described in a hierarchical way, which facilitates reusability and modularity.
• Step by step simulation is quite useable.
• The toolkits Processor Designer and Processor Debugger [8] [9] creation have a good graphical user interface thus offering ways to design and debug the processor before the generation of its hardware description.
Weaknesses of LISATek
• Although toolkit Processor Designer and Processor Debugger has a good graphical user interface but design methodology still lacks the large degree of automation as compared to its counterpart like Tensilica [3] that has more automated approach.
• The LISA language analyzer is quite limited. It means that description errors may occur when compiling the simulation environment. In that case, we must understand gcc errors to correct the LISA description.
• Although VHDL code can be automatically generated from LISA source code by Processor Generator but generation process showed many errors in the generated VHDL code. So we have to modify the LISA code in order to remove those errors.
• LISATek profiler [10] provides detailed processor specific information. However, it is bound to specific architectures and not suitable for performance estimation in a general, target processor independent way. In [18] , a tool has been propsed that estimates the cycles counts and memory profiles. However, it does not extract inherited spatial parallelism present in the application.
• LISATek based design methodology has no notion for modeling coarse grain reconfigurable architectures. The recent work in this regard is [14] . But it describes only fine grain reconfigurable architecture with static reconfiguration.
Related Work
The Xtensa [3] environment from Tensilica is built upon a choice between elements from a predefined set of hardware components which can be adapted to the user requirements. For this reason the design space exploration can be performed efficiently but the designer has not the flexibility of modeling arbitrary ASIPs. The PEAS-III [4] generates not only HDL descriptions but the target compiler and target assembler as well. However, it works with a set of predefined components which limits the resulting flexibility in modeling arbitrary processor architectures. The EXPRESSION [11] language allows the cycle-accurate processor description. It provides the mechanism for capturing the information needed to support ADL (Architecture Description Language) based design space exploration and software toolkit generation methodology. However, currently there is no information whether the implementation step can be done based on this language.
None of the introduced approaches provides the designer with efficient design exploration and implementation capabilities coupled with the required flexibility for the development of arbitrary ASIPs. In this paper, LISA 2.0 based design flow is evaluated to address these issues. We have used a manual approach where custom instructions are identified by the user after profiling. However, the readers are referred to a more automated approach in [5] . In this automated approach advanced profiling tools are used such that custom instructions are not identified by the user but generated automatically from the application code. For Customized instructions implementation, [5] relies on CorXpert (from Coware) tool. CorXpert is a graphical tool for capturing CI (Customized Instructions) of configurable processors. The use of CorXpert as a backend makes the design flow quite generic, since it uses the LISA as the specification formalism for the CI.
Conclusion
This paper evaluates LISA 2.0 based methodology to design ASIPs for multimedia applications. We have designed a processor architecture with an extended instruction set based on the profiling results. As far as area overhead and speedup are concerned, our solution is somewhere between pure software implementation and full custom designed ASIPs. Our case study has explored different types of ASIPs for Motion Estimation algorithm in H264 encoding and JPEG algorithm.
A major disadvantage of our approach is the lack of automation in identifying the customized instructions. Design time can be significantly reduced to few hours by making this process automatic. Future work may be the modeling of further real world processor architectures while focusing on the evaluation of efficiency of both the generated RTL code and the efficiency of retargetable C compiler.
